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Abstract
This paper uses a crowd-sourced definition of a speech phe-
nomenon we have called “focus”. Given sentences, text and
speech, in isolation and in context, we asked annotators to iden-
tify what we term the “focus” word. We present their consis-
tency in identifying the focused word, when presented with text
or speech stimuli. We then build models to show how well we
predict that focus word from lexical (and higher) level features.
Also, using spectral and prosodic information, we show the dif-
ferences in these focus words when spoken with and without
context. Finally, we show how we can improve speech synthe-
sis of these utterances given focus information.
Index Terms: Focus, Context, Speech Synthesis, Prominence,
Emphasis, Prosody

1. Introduction
Words in a spoken sentence are not all equally important [1].
Some content words, words conveying the sentiment of the sen-
tence, or sometimes even function words perceptually stand out
from rest of the words in that sentence. Even if presented only in
text, rather than speech, people have opinions on what words are
salient. While the agreement on these words may not be univer-
sal [2] among all speakers, there is still a good deal of system-
atic predictability about them that we investigate in this work.
This paper presents the analysis and modeling of where and how
“focus” appears on words to make them stand out. At the speech
planning and production level given the text, a number of fac-
tors determine this relative importance among words, like the
given/newness of information, the socio-linguistic background
of the speaker, or the mere ordering of the words in some lan-
guages. In speech, this salience has both spectral and prosodic
correlates that a listener perceives to realize the speaker’s intent.

In this work, we have chosen the word “focus” to denote
words that people think are distinguished in a sentence. How-
ever, these words go by many names in many fields, e.g., em-
phasis, prominence etc. The definitions span the full linguistic
hierarchy: phonetic definitions (often closely resembling defi-
nitions of prosodic stress) are related to the perceptual salience
of certain elements heightened by some combination of dura-
tion, pitch and intensity [3, 4, 5], semantic definitions are based
on the notion that some words introduce critical or novel in-
formation into the sentence [6]). It’s generally assumed that
focus functions to provide lexical or syntactic disambiguation
[7, 8], or information about the “novelty” of a particular token
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[9]. All these definitions are not completely disparate, however,
and may in fact be complementary.

Our goal here is to investigate this phenomenon not by ex-
plicitly labeling or naming it, but by finding out what listen-
ers can consistently label and to see how well we can model
these labels. Importantly, this work is trying to identify a phe-
nomenon whose usage we can predict, and one that is realized in
speech through modification of spectral and prosodic features.

We crowd-sourced annotations of “focus” over a text cor-
pus as well as speech recordings. The annotations were col-
lected under two conditions: (i) stimulus presented in isolation,
and (ii) stimulus presented in the context of a previous sentence.
Our analysis reveals interesting findings into both, how people
perceive “focus” in a sentence, as well as what types of words
and word positions tend to assume “focus”. The annotations
are also used to determine how the agreement among subjects
varies when more context about a sentence is provided. We have
used these results to try to model the phenomenon to predict it
on unseen test stimuli. Our results suggest that it is possible
to determine what the focussed words are given only the text.
Further, we demonstrate empirically that this predictability can
be improved by additionally using their associated speech stim-
uli. While several previous modeling attempts were made in
this general area [10] [11], the difference in this work is the use
of context, here the previous sentence.

We also conducted analyses on the speech elicited from the
voice talent collected in the two different recording conditions
— within and without the context of a given previous sentence.
The results from this study give some valuable insights into how
knowledge of context causes a speaker to alter the same sen-
tence to make it sound coherent with the context. This aspect
is missing in current day text-to-speech (TTS) systems, where
synthesis invariably happens at the sentence level with little or
no knowledge of how a previous sentence was delivered. With
increased recent interest in the use of audiobooks [12] [13] for
building high quality speech synthesis, it is important to incor-
porate aspects that go beyond the sentence, such as discourse
level pragmatics, for both creation of high-quality voices and
appropriate synthesis of multi-sentence paragraph text inputs.
We conclude the current paper with some preliminary attempts
in this direction of conditioning the parameters of a synthesized
sentence with information about the previous sentence. The
goal here is to match the delivery of human speaker’s contextual
focus.
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2. Corpus and Focus Annotations
We designed a corpus that consists of about 1000 sentence pairs:
(i) a target sentence we want to elicit focus annotations for,
and (ii) the previous sentence as its context. The source of
this text is the Brown corpus[14]. It is balanced for genre,
and our subset is built to be balanced as well. The particular
version of the Brown corpus we used comes distributed with
the NLTK toolkit[15]. The text is processed, tokenized, and
marked with part-of-speech tags. The sentences we have cho-
sen have a length between 10 and 15 words. We believe this is
the optimal length to study the phenomenon of focus—shorter
sentences may be sentence fragments or headlines, and longer
sentences may be too long for people to annotate reliably. We
also constrained the context sentences to have at least ten words.
From the list of sentence pairs that satisfied these requirements,
we manually chose a subset that was balanced for genre, fol-
lowed by filtering for offensive or inappropriate material. See
Figure 1 for an example.

C: I try to give him as many normal experiences as possible .
S: “ What is your experience with autistic children ? ”

Figure 1: Example context (C) and stimulus sentence (S). Pre-
dicted focus word underlined

A 100-sentence subset of these sentence pairs was ran-
domly chosen to collect speech recordings from a voice tal-
ent. The sentences were recorded by a female graduate student
who speaks standard American English. She was made aware
of the purpose of the recordings as being the study of the phe-
nomenon of focus, but was asked to deliver the sentences nat-
urally. Recordings were performed in two settings. In the first
session, we presented the sentence pair and recorded both the
context sentence as well as the intended stimulus sentence to-
gether. The speaker was allowed to read the sentence pair ahead
of the recording to make her aware of its context. In a second
session (after a few days), the speaker was presented only the
stimulus sentence to record.

For focus annotations, we recruited volunteers on Amazon
Mechanical Turk (AMT) to mark the words they think are fo-
cused in a sentence. Given the different modalities in our cor-
pus, we conducted two annotation tasks on AMT. For the text
part of the corpus, annotators were presented with the sentence
pair and asked to mark the words in the second one that they
thought they would focus. The subjects had to choose at least
one focus word, but could optionally select a second one.

For the isolated speech setting, subjects were presented
with the stimuli recorded in isolation and were asked to anno-
tate the word they perceive as being focussed. Finally for the
with-context recordings, the presented stimulus contained both
the context and the stimulus sentence. The subjects again were
asked to identify the focussed word only in the second sentence.
Speech annotations were only elicited for the primary focused
word in the sentence. TestVox [16] is used to carry out annota-
tions of the speech part.

While most subjects on AMT submit their responses gen-
uinely, there are a sizable number of users who try to game the
system to maximize their pay. We need to discount annotations
from these participants. Also, the inherent ambiguity of which
word should be focused makes this process particularly hard.
There is often no single correct answer, so annotators tend to

disagree. To handle these problems, we use the MACE algo-
rithm [17] to combine the submissions from multiple annota-
tors and obtain an optimal average annotation that is weighted
by the estimated confidence in each annotator.

To determine inherent acceptable ambiguity in focus anno-
tation, we need to evaluate the inter-annotator disagreement.
The popular kappa metric [18, 19] is not appropriate in this
scenario, since not all annotators are equally reliable. To mea-
sure agreement, we divided our annotators randomly into two
groups, ran MACE on both, and computed the overlap between
the predictions of the two groups. The results in Table 1 show
that annotations vary considerably, an indicator of the task dif-
ficulty.

Setup Agreement
Text 0.42

Speech w/ Context 0.21
Speech w/o Context 0.42

Table 1: Agreement of Focus Annotations

3. Focus in Text
In this section, we work with the annotations on the text portion
of our corpus. We present an analysis of its properties, and
describe a model that can predict focus annotations given a new
sentence and its context. The reference labels for comparison
are the annotations from AMT estimated with MACE.

3.1. Analysis of Focus Annotations

First we look at the annotator agreement on focus words. Con-
sidering only the primary focus, the averaged binary raw agree-
ment among all annotators on the task was 0.27. Removing
annotators that received a low competence estimate (< 0.5) by
MACE, the agreement improves to 0.45. This agreement is re-
spectable, given that these are per-sentence comparisons.

We further studied the focus annotations under two ques-
tions – (i) Are certain positions in a sentence more likely to be
focused? and (ii) Are certain categories of words (e.g., parts of
speech) more likely to be focussed? We select the most likely
answer for each sentence as estimated by MACE and use them
as reference annotations.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of how likely different po-
sitions in a sentence are to be focused. Since our sentences
were of varying lengths, we used relative positions of the words
in the sentence. For this dataset, we observe: (i) People can
reliably discriminate between primary focus and secondary fo-
cus. (ii) Primary focus tends to placed early on in the sentence,
whereas secondary focus happens towards the end. (iii) Primary
focus distribution has two peaks, whereas secondary focus has
one clear peak, suggesting that primary focus is more subtle
and more subjective, presumably due to its dependence on the
semantics and word order.

We also looked at the relative position of primary and sec-
ondary focus wrt one another. Annotators chose to annotate a
secondary focus word in 330 instances of our data. The average
distance between the primary and secondary focus word was
about 4.7 words.

To find the relative importance of word categories in as-
suming focus, we clustered the focus words into their respec-
tive parts of speech (POS). Figure 3 shows the distribution of
primary focus over the POS. We can see that nouns and verbs
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Figure 2: Relative word position of focus words in a sentence.

are the main groups that are focused. The same analysis for
secondary focus produces similar patterns, with the important
distinction that verbs were more likely to be (secondary) fo-
cussed than nouns. This suggests the two are complementarily
distributed over nouns and verbs.
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Figure 3: Distribution of parts of speech of focus words.

3.2. Focus Prediction from Text

Given the findings in the previous section, we attempt to pre-
dict the focussed word on an unseen sentence automatically.
This has an immediate practical application in speech synthe-
sis, where the knowledge about which word to focus improves
the expressiveness of synthetic speech. In our experiments, we
formulate focus prediction as a binary classification task: we
classify each word in a sentence as being focused or not, and
then select the word with the highest likelihood in the sentence
as focus word.

We trained a support vector machine (SVM) classifier us-
ing SVMlight [20] to predict word focus. The training data
comprised only the primary focus annotations. We split our
entire text corpus (around 1000 sentence pairs) into 80%-10%-
10% splits of training, development and test sets and extracted
relevant features over all words, using the FANSE parser [21]
and WordNet [22]. Table 2 lists the set of binary features used

in the classifier (1353 dimensions). To find the contribution
of context, we first predict the focus word by using features
only from the stimulus sentence. We then build another model
to predict the focus word that also uses information from the
previous (context) sentence. Given the skewed distribution of
the training data, with a vast majority of words without focus,
we reweighed the positive (focussed) samples to a comparable
level. This weight, as well as other SVM parameters (C, γ)
were tuned against the development set.

Sentence Length Word Length
Word POS Word position
Positions of Content Words Word Supersense
Word: first-noun? Word: content-word?
Word: first-verb? Word: function-word?
Word: in-list? POS, Supersense, Semantic Role
Prev-Word: Lemma

Table 2: Lexical features used in SVM training.

We compare the performance of the proposed classifier with
respect to two baselines, based on the analysis we presented in
the previous sections: (i) picking the first noun in the sentence,
and (ii) picking the word in the relative position that was ob-
served most frequently in training data (around the third word).

We present our comparison in terms of two metrics: Ac-
curacy and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR). We calculate accu-
racy on a sentence level, i.e., the portion of sentences in our test
corpus for which we accurately predict the focus word. MRR
shows the average rank of the correct word in our prediction
(this measure does not apply to the baselines).

Table 3 shows that our model performs significantly better
than the baselines.

System Accuracy MRR
Baseline: first-noun 0.13 —
Baseline: most-likely-position 0.20 —
SVM 0.44 0.62

Table 3: Prediction accuracy per sentence for various systems

Counterintuitively, we find that contextual features do not
improve accuracy. This suggests that mere co-occurrence is not
sufficient, but that we have to take deeper semantic and syntactic
links to the previous sentence into account.

4. Focus in Speech
In this section, we present the analysis of focus in the speech
data, and build predictive models of the phenomenon. Note,
however, that the speech data is much smaller (100 sentence
pairs), making it prohibitive to run any large scale classification
experiments.

4.1. Predictability of Focus in Speech

Prosody, particularly the fundamental frequency (F0), is widely
held to be the primary correlate of perceived focus [1]. To ver-
ify this in the speech data, we ran a simple classification exper-
iment, in line with the text-based focus prediction. However,
given the small amount of data we resorted to using Classifi-
cation and Regression Trees (CART) as a regression model on
a simple set of features (Table 4) derived from the lexical and
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Figure 4: Mean Reciprocal Rank of focus prediction using lex-
ical and acoustic features.

acoustic properties of each word in the stimulus and in the con-
text. Output is a value between 0 and 1, where 1 is truly fo-
cussed.

lexical acoustic
word : content ? word duration
word POS error in predicted dur.
#content words in left context F0 TILT parameters
#content words in right context F0 difference neighboring context
#words in left context F0 mean in previous context
#words in right context F0 max in context
#syllables in word

Table 4: Text & speech features used in CART training.

The annotations obtained from AMT via MACE were used
as reference values. We used k-fold cross validation over 10
different 80%-20% splits of the data. Two experiments are per-
formed where the CART trees use i) only lexical features, and
ii) lexical + acoustic features in the stimulus and context. For
evaluation, the average MRR is computed across the 10 folds of
cross-validation. Figure 4 compares the performance for both
experimental settings.

The results indicate that using acoustic features improves
the MRR considerably, and that the true focussed word is al-
ways within the top two model predictions. The lower standard
deviation also indicates that the predictions are more reliable
when acoustic features are used in conjunction with lexical fea-
tures. We also found F0 related features as being the most in-
formative to predict focus. To analyze any remarkable trends
exhibited by the F0 contours in context and in isolation, we con-
ducted the sentence-level analysis reported here.

In the case of our speech data, where we have the same sen-
tence spoken both in isolation and in context, F0 is comparable.
To study the explicit effect of context on speech, we measure
the following global F0 related parameters: i) maximum value
of F0, ii) mean value of F0, iii) mean F0 of first content word,
iv) mean F0 of final content word, and v) dynamic range of F0.

Table 5 compares the Pearson’s correlations among various
recording conditions. ‘isolated’ and ‘stimulus’ respectively cor-
respond to the same sentence spoken without and with context;
‘context’ denotes the context sentence provided. The mean and
range (standard deviation) of the F0 for these conditions are
shown.

Correlation F0mean F0range
isolated–stimulus 0.45 0.23
context–stimulus 0.23 0.22
context–isolated 0.13 0.13

Table 5: Correlations of F0 mean/range for various conditions

The numbers show that the F0 statistics are more corre-

lated between the previous sentence and the stimulus recorded
in context, as opposed to the previous sentence and the isolated
recording. This implies the speaker employs systematic linear
changes to the F0 statistics when speaking in context. For the
statistics corresponding to starting F0, ending F0 and maximum
value of F0, the averages of these values across all the utterances
are illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Analysis of mean starting/max/ending F0 across for
different utterances

It is clear that these F0 statistics are consistently lower for
sentences spoken in context than their counterparts spoken in
isolation. These changes are likely in adjustment to the con-
text of the previous sentence. While the data is not sufficient
to run full-scale TTS experiments, we present here a simple ex-
periment where the maximum value of F0 is predicted for a text
stimulus, given the spoken context of its previous sentence.

4.2. F0 statistics prediction with context

To investigate if the observed trends in F0 analysis can be simu-
lated, we created a regression model that takes into account the
features corresponding to the stimuli (context and current sen-
tence) and the F0 statistics of the context sentence to predict the
maximum F0 value in the current stimulus. Over a 10-fold cross
validation we observe that the F0 peak can be predicted with a
lower error if the contextual features of the previous utterance’s
F0 are included as features in the prediction.

without context with context
F0 max RMSE 18.48 17.24

Table 6: Average F0 prediction error over 10 fold cross valida-
tion

5. Conclusion
We designed a corpus of sentence pairs to investigate the ef-
fect of context on a perceivable and model-able phenomenon
we call “focus”. We also recorded speech data to study the ef-
fect of context, presenting qualitative and quantitative aspects
of the corpus with annotations collected on Amazon Mechan-
ical Turk. Our preliminary results show the importance and
inter-dependence of production and perception of “focus” in
context. We intend to scale up the analyses and experiments
presented here to audiobooks and towards complete prediction
(as opposed to the illustrative maximum F0 prediction currently
shown) of appropriate F0 contours that are sensitive to their syn-
thesis context.
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